Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray

Cats & Dogs 3: Paws Unite Gwen the Cat and Roger the Dog are secret agents
who covertly protect and save the world without humans ever finding out. Their
partnership is due to the Great Truce, which has stopped dog and cat hostility
for a decade. But the long-standing peace is threatened when a supervillain
parrot discovers a way to manipulate wireless frequencies that only dogs and
cats can hear. Will the heroes be able to stop the foul fowl, or will he cause a
cat-a-strophe between the species? Warner
Broil A listless grand-daughter, Chance Sinclair (Avery Konrad), is sentenced to
live with her draconian grand-father, August (Timothy V. Murphy) after a violent
incident at school and begins to question the source of her families immense
wealth and power. When Chance's scheming Mom, June (Annette Reilly), hires a
troubled chef, Sydney (Johnathan Lipnicki), to poison August, the family's
monstrous secrets are revealed over the course of one bloody night. Every soul is
up for grabs as The Sinclair Family Games Night gets underway and Chance
learns that being apart of this family is a blood-in, blood-out proposition. Well
Go
The Secret Garden When her parents die, Mary Lennox (Dixie Egerickx) is sent to
live with her uncle, Lord Archibald Craven (Colin Firth) at his palatial estate in
England. Unhappy about having an unwanted ward, he warns her that if she
causes any trouble, he'll send her away. While wandering on her own on the
grounds of the massive estate, Mary climbs a tree and spies a garden that's been
walled off. Curious, she examines the neglected plot of land and feels a desire to
bring it back to life. Soon after, she meets a local boy named Dickon (Amir
Wilson), who helps her. When Mary hears strange noises in the house, she
explores and discovers a bedridden boy (Edan Hayhurst). He tells her his name is
Colin Craven, and that he's Archibald Craven's son. When Mary realizes Colin
hasn't been out of the house in a long time, she decides to sneak him outside, so
he can join her and Dickon in the healing atmosphere of the newly growing
garden. Warner
American Pie Presents Girls Rules It’s Senior year at East Great Falls! Annie
(Madison Pettis; “The Fosters,”“Cory in the House,” The Game Plan), Kayla (Piper
Curda; “A.N.T. Farm,” The Wretched), Michelle (Natasha Behnam; “Crazy
Ex-Girlfriend,”“One Night”), and Stephanie (Lizze Broadway; “Splitting Up
Together,”“Here and Now”) decide to finally harness their girl power and band
together to get what they want their last year of high school. The boys won’t
know what hit them when these sassy sweethearts are calling the shots. Wild
parties, sexy adventures and a Stifler bring the heat in this hot new slice of
American Pie! Universal
Valley Girl Set to a new wave ’80s soundtrack, a pair of young lovers from
different backgrounds defy their parents and friends to stay together. A musical
adaptation of the 1983 film. Warner
Cut Throat City The story of four boyhood friends in New Orleans' Lower Ninth
Ward who return after Hurricane Katrina to find their homes decimated, with no
jobs, and no help from FEMA. Out of options, they reluctantly turn to a local
gangster, who offers them one shot at turning their situations around - by
pulling off a dangerous heist in the heart of the city. When the job goes bad, the
friends find themselves on the run, hunted by two relentless detectives and a
neighborhood warlord who thinks they stole the heist money. Well Go
The Haunting When Eleanor, Theo, and Luke decide to take part in a sleep study
at a huge mansion they get more than they bargained for when Dr. Marrow tells
them of the house's ghostly past. Stars Liam Neeson, Catherine Zeta-Jones,
Owen Wilson. Paramount.
The Vanished A family vacation takes a terrifying turn when parents Paul and
Wendy discover their young daughter has vanished without a trace. Stopping at
nothing to find her, the search for the truth leads to a shocking revelation in this
psychological thriller. Paramount
Back to the Future: The Ultimate Trilogy will include all three movies in
collectible discbook packaging plus a bonus disc including all-new bonus
content. For the first time, the past, present and future collide in eye-popping
Ultra HD resolution for a time-traveling celebration. This collection is loaded with
bonus material including a bonus disc that comes with over an hour of
brand-new content such as rare audition footage from Hollywood stars Ben
Stiller, Kyra Sedgwick, Jon Cryer, Billy Zane, Peter DeLuise and C. Thomas Howell, a
tour of the film’s props and memorabilia hosted by co-writer/producer Bob Gale,
a sneak peek at the new musical show, and a special episode of the popular
YouTube Series “Could You Survive The Movies?” Join Marty McFly (Michael J.
Fox), Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd) and a time traveling DeLorean for the
adventure of a lifetime as they travel to the past, present and future, setting off a
time-shattering chain reaction that disrupts the space-time continuum! Back to
the Future When teenager Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox) is blasted to 1955 in the
DeLorean time machine created by the eccentric Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd),
he finds himself mixed up in a time-shattering chain reaction that could
vaporize his future - and leave him trapped in the past. Powered by innovative
special effects, unforgettable songs and non-stop action, Back to the Future is an
unrivaled adventure that stands the test of time! Back to the Future II Getting
back was only the beginning as the most spectacular time-travel adventure ever
continues in Back to the Future Part II - the sequel that proves that lightning can
strike twice! Picking up precisely where they left off, Marty and Doc (Michael J.
Fox and Christopher Lloyd) launch themselves to the year 2015 to fine-tune the
future and inadvertently disrupt the space time continuum. Now, their only
chance to fix the present is by going back to 1955 all over again before it is too
late. Back to the Future III They've saved the biggest trip for last as the most
popular time-traveling movie trilogy ever comes to a rousing conclusion in Back
to the Future Part III! Stranded in 1955 after a freak accident, Marty McFly
(Michael J. Fox) discovers he must travel back to 1885 to rescue Doc Brown
(Christopher Lloyd) before he becomes smitten with school teacher Clara
Clayton (Mary Steenburgen). Now, it's up to Marty to keep Doc out of trouble,
get the DeLorean running and put the past, present and future on track so they
can all get back to where and when they belong. Universal

